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Designer Suzanne Tucker
And Architect Eric Miller
Combine Old World Elegance
With California’s New World Scale
In This Carmel Valley
Stone And Stucco Home
TEXT BY KENDRA BOUTELL

PHOTOGRAPHY BY MICHAL VENERA

An infinity edge pool links the
exterior octagonal shaped dining
pavilion to the similarly shaped
stone house. The site takes
advantage of the mountain
views of Carmel Valley and
ocean views of Monterey Bay.
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LEFT The owner has an
engineering background
and delights in having a
home that is comprised of
rooms with interesting
shapes. Beginning with the
entry, which is a domed
rotunda with deep set,
arched openings that
connect to the different
wings of the house.
Throughout the home
many intimate spaces
were created where one
could read a book or have
a conversation. In front of
the Living Room fireplace
Tucker selected a pair of
Louis XIV style wing chairs
from Cache covered in
sand colored linen velvet.
Blanc de Chine garden
stools provide a surface to
place a glass of wine from
the private cellar.

panish explorer Sebastián Vizcaíno named Carmel Valley for his patron saint
Our Lady of Mount Carmel. Appropriately, floating spheres reminiscent of terrestrial globes illuminate a barrel-vaulted library on the hills overlooking the valley.
This Mediterranean style estate with dramatic views of the Pacific Ocean and
Monterey Bay features interiors by San Francisco interior design firm Tucker &
Marks. Design principal Suzanne Tucker collaborated with Pacific Grove architect Eric
Miller to create a home for her clients that captures the unique beauty of its surroundings.
The result is an expansive stone and stucco structure that unfolds to reveal light filled spaces.
The main entrance of the home opens to a welcoming double height circular foyer
with a domed ceiling that is grounded by an inlaid medallion floor of limestone and emperador marbles. Tucker and senior designer Dino Vannoni continued the ivory tone of the
floor up the walls, which they contrasted with a dark pair of walnut demi-lune consoles
from Paul Ferrante. Surmounting the consoles are a pair of Formations’ Baroque style
gilded mirrors flanked by distressed wrought iron sconces. Additional atmospheric lighting
is provided by nickel and glass hurricane lamps found at William Laman in Montecito.
Transitioning from the rotunda and interior gallery, the great room showcases Tucker’s signature mix of old world European elegance combined with California’s new world scale.
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The library armchairs from Mike Bell
are upholstered in a woven tapestry from
Old World Weavers with the outside back
covered in Clarence House’s Leighton.
A pair of Soane Britain’s Nerine table
lamps furnishes additional lighting.
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The custom curved banquette is upholstered
in Kravet’s Versatility in color Butter with
taupe bullion fringe. Tucker & Marks also
designed the circular tufted ottoman, which
is covered in Cowtan & Tout’s Caron cut
velvet in the colorway Gold/Beige.

Hanging from the vaulted beam ceiling, a gilded chandelier casts light on two seating
groups. A formal area is centered on a massive French limestone fireplace that is anchored
by an Oushak rug from Tony Kitz Gallery. The saffron, custard and wheat tones of the
carpet are reflected in the color palette of the room. A custom roll armed sofa upholstered
in a Glant flax chenille is layered with sumptuous pillows. Tucker, who was mentored by the
late Michael Taylor, incorporated his stone San Lorenzo table and a pair of his Italian
Rococo fauteuils into her furniture layout. Against the crescent shaped bay window a more
casual seating area was installed using a tailored sofa covered in an iridescent ottoman
fabric with an oval shaped cocktail table.
Beyond the sunlit tints of the great room, the family room is resplendent in sunset
colors. A custom English Club “L” shaped sofa that faces a Renaissance styled limestone
mantle is upholstered in a terra cotta woven textile. A ginger colored chenille from Kravet
covers a pair of inviting A. Rudin bergeres. Accent colors of honey gold, sauterne, and
caramel are pulled from the Oushak area rug. The rustic refinement extends to a Medieval
Revival iron chandelier. Warm fall colors also define the formal library. A Jacobean styled
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The owners of the home
wanted to be able to
accommodate their many
visiting family members
and friends. This was
accomplished with large
guest suites as well as
many areas for formal and
informal entertaining.
OPPOSITE Both the
interior and exterior of the
residence were designed
to give the appearance of
a historical family estate
that has been passed
down through the generations. The master bedroom
with its soothing colors of
old vellum bookbindings
provides a tranquil retreat.
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oak library table designed by Tucker & Marks dominates the space surrounded by French
Renaissance inspired armchairs. Above this hangs a trio of Sirmos’ Magellan Pendants. The
spiral staircase echoes the circular visual reference along with the demi-lune bay and built
in banquette.
Tucker selected candlelit colors of cream, ivory and alabaster for the large master suite.
The room is centered by a king sized bed with curved tufted headboard that is flanked by
swing arm sconces. At the end of the bed Charles Pollock’s long Carolean styled bench is
conveniently placed. Throughout the space antique fern botanicals give a sense of history
to the space along with a nineteenth century Italian walnut commode from Antique and
Art Exchange. The tall windows are framed by beige on beige curtains that gracefully break
to the floor. As with all the rooms Tucker observes, “Sunlight pours into the house from all
directions. The quality and color of the light within the house changes from hour to hour
and season to season.” CH
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